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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

With the vigorous development of modern Internet, various network services make our daily life 

more convenient. In order to comply with the peak demand, many institutions must purchase enough 

software and hardware. But most of them are not in use during non-peak periods. The cloud computing 

concept solves the above-mentioned problem and gradually leads the trend of information technology 

use. Cloud computing is one of the hot issues on the Internet. It allows users to access the service via the 

Internet anytime and anywhere. Users do not even need the professional skills or own the hardware, 

software and equipment, they still can get the services and resources they need from cloud computing. 

According to the definition from U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), cloud 

computing can be divided as the following three service modes: (1) software as a service (SaaS); (2) 

platform Services (PaaS); (3) infrastructure as a service (IaaS). SaaS is to provide the application 

software services through the Internet. The providers will deploy applications on their own servers and 

the users can obtain software services remotely in accordance with their own needs. Well-known SaaS 

vendors include Google, Salesforce and Microsoft. PaaS is to provide a platform of services. Platform 

users often utilize this service to deploy application of software on the cloud so that they do not need to 

create their own host or operating system. It contributes significant saving on the time required for 

software development. Famous PaaS providers include Amazon web services and Google App Engine. 

IaaS provides IT infrastructure as a service. Through outsourcing, IT infrastructure, including the 

operation of the storage, servers, firewalls and network components are provided by IaaS providers. IaaS 

is the most attractive mode of service for many businesses and companies. IaaS vendors include IBM 

Blue Cloud and Amazon.com. Whether it is based on the cost or the technical considerations, we can 

imagine why so many enterprises today want to invest in the cloud computing businesses. Though cost 

reduction and convenience provided by cloud computing, there exists many potential risks in this 

infrastructure. Therefore, most of enterprises are still wait-and-see. Cloud computing is built in a 

distributed environment in order to improve the computational efficiency, which also means the user's 

information or resources may be exposed to unknown threats and cause great challenges to information 

security. Actually, after users transfer their sensitive data to the cloud, they are unable to make sure 

whether the cloud service providers carefully and properly handle or save them [1-6]. 

In this abstract, we try to propose a security mechanism to provide protection for data in cloud by 

complying with ISO27000 standard. This information security management system is to ensure the 

following security features: confidentiality, integrity and availability. The security protocol we design, 

named CloudSec, is located in the application layer as shown in Fig. 1. 



 

Figure 1. Protocol and packet format of CloudSec 

With a security chip embedded in trusted third party (TTP) to assist in selecting, monitoring and 

auditing the cloud services, the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data can be protected. Once 

the cloud computing customers login into the cloud service provider's portal, browsers pop up a message 

window asking users what feature of security is needed. If nothing is required, it will be handled like 

general web services. If they need availability, TTP selects the most reliable service providers. If it is 

integrity required, then TTP chooses two or more service providers and compare the consistency of the 

computing results. In addition, the CloudSec can achieve authenticity like IPSec's Authentication Header 

(AH) does. If the customers need confidentiality, then TTP must choose service providers who support 

CloudSec to provide confidential service like Encapsulation Security Payload (ESP). 

 

Figure 2. Architecture of security mechanism 

Of course, TTP should ensure that these service providers follow CloudSec practices. In addition, 

the encryption and decryption processes within application layer use firmware validation with digital 

certificates to increase the authenticability. These tamper resistant devices such as smart card, USB or 

others, which include a security chip and store important private key, will monitor and audit all 



computing procedures. It can ensure that cloud computing brokers and service providers even if the 

internal staff can not steal or eavesdrop the sensitivity information of customer. Then the service 

providers can obtain the trust of consumers because all sensitive information is protected. Even if the 

data is stored in the cloud database, the customers do not have to worry about security issues due to 

double protection from the application layer and database security. The overall operation of the 

above-mentioned concept is shown in Fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3. Distributed cloud computing services which support CloudSec 

This abstract proposes a security mechanism for cloud computing, which provides data protection 

for customers. Through security analysis, it can resist many well known attacks including insider attack. 

We expect to implement a prototype system and test its performance in the near future. 
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